If you are an older member, the first
thing that you must have noticed is
the new look of Akvamarin. After 7
years of Akvamarin existence we
decided to make changes in its look
and hopefully you will enjoy reading
it as much as we enjoyed making it.
The other new thing about Blue World
is that this winter we redecorated our
Marine Education Centre and made
changes in its exhibition area and
the facade. The new members of
the Centre are the life-size model of
a bottlenose dolphin that we named
Madonna, a seagull called Jure
and a grouper which name is still in
the process of debate.
Numerous
visitors of our centre warmly
welcomed these changes especially
the youngest ones who were
excited by seeing our 3m Madonna.
In terms of research, we were busy
with analysing data and preparing it
for publishing and conferences that
we have visited. It sometimes seems
that we have too many ideas and too
much data to analyse but not enough
time hence our team was supported
by four students from Croatia and Italy
that spent some time with us during
summer helping with the research. As
a result of their work, two new theses
are on its way – one will examine the
feeding habits of Lošinj bottlenose
dolphins while the other will deal with
photo-ID analysis of data collected
on dolphins from the island of Vis.
The whole year round we were
informed about sightings of a striped
dolphin in the northern Adriatic.
Most of the sightings were in our
neighbourhood and we were excited
just by thought that we might see such
a rare dolphin species. Interestingly
enough, we saw a single specimen
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at the beginning of September
inside the Mali Lošinj harbour.
The dolphin stayed in the harbour
for three days and seemed to be
occupied mostly in fishing, ignoring
boats passing by. Encounters of
dolphins in busy harbours are not
rare – healthy animals can go out
on the same way they came in and
the best thing is not to disturb them
too much. However, the sighting of
this pelagic dolphin in the shallow
harbour is very unusual and needless
to say how exciting it was for us.
As with every year, our ecovolunteers contributed to our project
in many ways and we thank them for
that. Throughout the summer we
were accompanied by 22 volunteers
from all over Europe. Our sponsors,
visitors of the educations centre
and people of good will played an
especially important role in supporting
our work and ensuring our existence
throughout the year.
All together this year was very
successful and hardworking one,
but for us nothing than a pleasure
knowing that with our work we make
a difference.
Thank you for your support!
Warm greetings from Lošinj,
Yours
Maja Nimak

What can we say about this year
except that we were very busy the
whole year around. We spent winter
combining the research work out on
the sea, analysis of data and writing
papers for publishing. Even though
we were afraid that the winter would
be too long, it passed rather quickly
and suddenly we were caught in the
summer time and a busy season fully
booked by our eco-volunteers.
In comparison to the year before when
we had the record number of boat
surveys and dolphins sightings, we
decided to take it easy this year mainly
because of high prices of boat fuel.
We aimed to put the accent not on the
number of surveys but on quality of our
surveys and to extend the study area
and explore less-researched locations.
As a result our surveys covered a
larger area of Kvarner resulting in
many sightings of well known dolphins

as well as some new dolphins. Our
longest survey took 12 hours covering
the area around the island of Krk and
was successful with 3 sightings.
June was a rather strange month; we
did not see dolphins for 10 days which
is for us an equivalent of 10 years.

We were sad and confused, wondering
where they are and it felt like we were
missing dear friends. Finally, we found
them on the west side of Lošinj while
there were engaged in fishing on the sea
bottom. Feeling relived to take off ‘bad
karma’ and happy to see them again,we
continued our survey and from then on
we saw them regularly throughout the
whole study area.
Maybe one of the most interesting
sightings of this year happened in midJuly when we encountered a group of
7 dolphins among which our famous
Belugo and Faccia, two very old
dolphins rarely seen together. Belugo
is one of the oldest males known as
‘Lošinj granddad’ and Faccia is our
oldest female famous with her specific
porpoising and very long and distinctive
fin. Faccia was unusually playful that

day jumping and swimming very close
to our boat and just at the end of the
sighting two of them swam very tightly
to each other as an old couple going in
a slow walk at midday.
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We were a bit creative this year giving names to several dolphins that
were seen in the area throughout
the last few years. The naming procedure is like this - the first new dolphin of the year gets a number starting with the year they were first seen
(for example, a dolphin seen in 2008
would get a number 0800, the next
one 0801, etc.). If we continue seeing that dolphin for several years, he
qualifies for the category of named
dolphin. So please let me introduce
you new Lošinj dolphins: Ocean, Eco,
Dino, Eta, Linda, Vanja, Basta, Watermelon ,Pave, Maro, Daniel Ware
and Vlasta!Besides our research,
we were engaged in other activities
too. Blue world in co-operation with
Croatian Biological Society organised
a Forth School of Conservation Biology. The school is held annually
and traditionally visits Veli Lošinj and
the Lošinj Marine Educational Centre where students are introduced
to the research and conservation of
bottlenose dolphins in the Adriatic.
Also, Blue World hosted several TV
and journalist crews (ZDF Germany,

Sasse Nature Film Germany, Magazin
More Croatia, HRT More Croatia, Eco
l’educazione sostenibile Italy, FCA production France, Nautica…). The aim of
their visits were to film dolphins of the
Cres-Lošinj archipelago and to present the research and work that is undertaken by the Blue World Institute in
order to study and conserve this dolphin population. Altogether, another
very successful season is behind us…
We are looking forward to peaceful
winter days when we can renew our
energy and be ready for the new challenges that will come with the next year.
Maja Nimak
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Until about fifteen years ago one could
occasionally hear that dolphins don’t live
in the Adriatic Sea where they arrive,
„like all other great whales, following
large ships“. This, of course, has never
been true. Today, on the other hand,
when we speak about Adriatic dolphins,
almost everyone will tell you that bottlenose dolphin permanently lives here. I
can proudly state that all of our aggregated efforts and especially those of the
Blue World’s educational centre have
considerably contributed to this level of
public perceptiveness. Nevertheless,
having in mind our knowledge of the
dolphin species living in Adriatic, there
is still much to do. Similar can be said
of our researches; there are still important unknown facts, questions without
answers. One of the crucial questions is
that of the real number of dolphins in the
Adriatic Sea. How large is their minimal
habitat? What are their mutual relationships and are there isolated groups? The
only way to answer those questions, as
well as many others, is through research.
The research programme which has

been developed on the island of Lošinj
had been started as a pioneer project
and has resulted with an considerable
insight into the life of one particular community of bottlenose dolphin. Until recently, only one resident community has
been known to us. However, colleagues
educated through our project, started
several other research campaigns in
various parts of Adriatic, primarily in Istria and Kornati. Their results show that
Lošinj community isn’t the only resident
Adriatic community, however still is the
most deeply researched Mediterranean group. Nevertheless, in order to
integrate particular results of research
into a whole, it is necessary to begin
with the thorough researches in the areas of Central and Southern Adriatic.
Such a research had been planned long
ago, but was realized only after twenty
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years of work in Lošinj. The 20th anniversary was started with a new project
– a new permanent research station on
the island of Vis. A new research project!
New station after twenty years of work in
Lošinj! Of course, except for our own efforts, we should mention that none of this
would be possible without the support of
PZ Auto Company which had kindly conceded two Volkswagen Sharan cars and
that through their donation we were able
to buy a new research boat. During the
year 2007 we have spent two months
implementing preliminary research of
Vis. Results acquired have been very
good (19 seeings of bottlenose dolphin
and one of a fin whale in 14 rounds) - we
can state that as of the year 2008 we
are officially present on the island of Vis.
New research station is settled in the
Rukavac bay, on the south-east coast of
the island of Vis. This used to be a place
where fish was salted, but today, fish is
not even remembered except for an old
stone half-ruined building that had been
used for that purpose. These days, everything is tourism-oriented; there are
several smaller summer houses in the
green area above which there is the
old village of Gornji Rukavac where our
station is settled. Admittedly, the station is not at the very sea shore – there
is approximately 400 m to it, but the
view is magnificent. On a serene summer day all of the southern Dalmatian
islands – Hvar, Pelješac, Korčula, Lastovo and Sušac – are clearly visible.
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During the year 2007 we were getting
acquainted with the local people, have
built a secure mooring and started our
rounds. Barba Ivo Bralić, a local man,
had been of great help to us, answering
all of our questions, and helping us set
a mooring point. Barba Ivo kept watching over us and our equipment, as well
as other Rukavac inhabitants whom we
have nicknamed in jest “the governing
board”. Also, there is our friend Pino
Vojković from Alternatura agency of
Komiža who knows the island and the
seas as his own backyard. There are
also police crews of “Zvir”, “Hrabri”,
“Smjeli” and “Sv. Mihovil” who occasionally report dolphin sightings. Of course,
except for the abovementioned, there
are a number of persons whose advices
and support have been of great importance during our settlement on the island. Hvar fishermen Ivica, Frane (who
had reported a seeing of a fin whale,
last year, from his fishing boat called
“Balena” - whale in translation), and
Mijo and their crew who have informed
us on the local fishery and the problems
it confronts because of the dolphins. After all this, I believe it is apparent that we
have never been alone out at the sea.
Nevertheless, let’s return to this year’s
events. Research season had started in
May. Weather was not as we expected
it to be, but the monthly plan was suc-

cessfully implemented. We have been
joined by a Spanish colleague, Dr Renaud de Stephanis, who had accepted
our invitation to help us with his experience in whale research through his
CIRCE (Conservation, Information and
Research on Cetaceans) organization
in the seas around Gibraltar. With him
we are planning several joint researches. In June, we have done a number
of successful rounds of Vis, and then

on each other, kicking each other with
tails and quite vehemently dashing into
each other. We weren’t sure if it was
a mating fight going on, but certainly
there was much jumping and splashing.
July and August have been spent on the
island of Vis and its surrounding area:
Hvar, Sv. Andrija, Sušac and Korčula
were visited on a regular basis. The research season has only recently been
finished, and since the amount of col-

have set ourselves towards Lastovo.
We have spent ten days on that island
and have searched through a considerable area – we have almost reached the
island of Mljet, visited Korčula, been in
the protected fishing zone (ZERP), in
front of the island of Palagruža, etc. A
memorable encounter happened just
before we returned from Lastovo – a
group of about fifty dolphins in the canal
between Lastovo and Korčula. Dolphins
create an incredible feeling whenever
one meets them; they are near you,
around you, on the horizon... Some of
the dolphins were quite sociable and
have followed our boat for more than
half an hour. Others kept chasing fish.
Part of the group had been involved
in the intensive interaction jumping

lected information is huge, with thousands of photographs taken (14 861 to
be precise) – a final analysis and an exact number of individual animals noticed
is still to be made. However, in order to
present a quick insight in the efficiency of
our work: in the period between May and
September of 2008 we have made 38
rounds and had 50 seeings of dolphins.
Except for the large number of bottlenose dolphins out of which several individuals have been noticed several times
and some known from the last year’s
campaign, we have had a few encounters with some exceptional creatures.
Bluefin Tuna, Cory’s Shearwater, Dusky
Grouper, Devil fish, Eleonora’s falcon
are only a few of them.
Draško Holcer
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DEBBY

META
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Debby is one of our most faithful dolphins. She has
a long dorsal fin, leisurely inclined backwards, with
two smaller nicks in the middle. She also seems to
have a little darker body colouration in comparison
with other dolphins of Cres-Lošinj archipelago. Due
to the distinctiveness of her fin, it is very easy for us
to recognize her even from some distance on the sea.
We see her often throughout the entire study area
and she is also a frequent visitor to the western side
of the Lošinj Island. Since 2006, we regularly see
her accompanied by her female calf Minkie of whom
she has been taking excellent care. As Minkie is a
very curious calf always ready to play, we are often
approached by her, coming to bow ride whistling
almost like she is inviting us to play. While Minkie
plays with us, Debby is always in its vicinity to remind
her when it is time to end the game. Each encounter
of Debby and her calf brings a smile to the faces of
the researchers and we always look forward to see
this beautiful dolphin again.
This year Meta visited us numerous times. We saw
him most often during the winter and spring when
he spent time with his friends Mush, Elmar, Lily and
Triton. They were always hanging around Oruda
Island which is located not far from Veli Lošinj. Meta
is very faithful to his friend so much so that occasions
to see him in another company are quite rare. He
has a small fin with a specific shape and is easily
recognizable on the sea. He is always active, and
often surprises us with some peculiar jump. During
the summer we saw Meta further away from the Lošinj
coast, in the northern part of our study area, feeding
behind a trawler. It didn’t take him long to reach us
and curiously check to see who was on board, then
posing in front of the researchers for the Photo-ID
camera. We look forward to our next meeting with
Meta!

MUSH

SONJA

Among many other dolphins present in the group
we encounter, Mush is without any doubt the most
distinctive. His dorsal fin is easy to distinguish, it
looks like a serrated knife, and talking about his
peculiar style....oh, it is really difficult not to notice
him!!!! During our encounters, he is usually the one
who takes the initiative and approaches us. Taking
pictures of his dorsal fin is not a problem: we wait until
he approaches us and starts circling around our boat,
checking us out, giving us a perfect opportunity to
take picture of both sides of his fin. Mush represents
one of the most frequently seen dolphins. We see him
regularly in the central part of our study area, and only
during the calm winter months along the coast of the
island of Lošinj.

Sonja is easy to distinguish due to her extreemly long
and falcate fin. We usually regonize her even if she
is further away from out research boat. We see her
throughout the entire study area, and she sometimes
surprises us with her random visits to the harbour of
Mali Lošinj where she comes to fish. This year we saw
her in the southern part of Cres – Lošinj archipelago
in the company of other females like Badfin and Siva.
We look forward seeing this elegant dolphin again!
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Since the middle of 2007 Blue World has
been cooperating with Association for
Nature, Environment and Sustainable
Development ‘Sunce’ from Split on the
project “Strengthening the civil society
sector for marine protection in Croatia”,
funded by the EU. So, what is hidden
behind this somewhat long and confusing
name? Well, the project included a variety
of activities that can all be described as
research and education. And the final
goal is, of course, the effective protection
of the marine environment. So, let’s see
what we have been doing.
Our colleagues from Sunce have been
working on benthic species and habitats
data collection for long time. The database
of recorded species and habitats is
essential for successful management
of sensitive areas. This project allowed
many students and us, from Blue World,
to learn and practice species and habitats
data collection procedure. In return, Blue
World organized training program on
marine mammals research for colleagues
from Sunce with an intention to pass
on experience and educate colleagues
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how to collect the data on marine
mammals. Everything learnt during
the class lectures was then practiced
in the field during two boat surveys
around Lošinj.
After these trainings, Sunce and
Blue World conducted a joint field
survey on the island of Lastovo.
Data on species and habitats were
collected on 70 locations while huge
area around Lastovo was surveyed
for dolphins. Conclusion? Lastovo
is the island of exquisite beauty and
underwater world is definite “must
see”. No wonder it was declared a
nature park in 2007. And also, there
are dolphins. Lots of dolphins! And
they are really friendly and playful.
During almost every sighting they
were coming to our research boat to
bow ride.
Besides the data collection and
research activities, a significant part
of the project was directed towards
education and public awareness
raising activities. In this field
numerous actions were undertaken.
These included lectures for public
which took place in many places all
over Croatia, from Zagreb, Rijeka
and Split to Lošinj and Lastovo, to
name but a few. The project team
prepared interesting lectures, mainly
for children, on topics related to

marine biodiversity and conservation.
For the lecturers it was motivating to
see how the youngest learn the fastest
and are eager to learn more about the
life in the sea.
And, if you’ve been around in Croatia
last year, it just may be that you visited
our mobile exhibition “Let the blue stay
the blue”. The exhibition consists of 18
mobile panels, documentaries and a
touch screen application. It has travelled
a long way since March when it was
first opened in the Croatian Natural
History Museum in Zagreb. After
Zagreb, it went to Rijeka, Split, Lastovo,
Komiža, Murter, Vodnjan, Premantura,
Mali Lošinj, Zadar and Dubrovnik.
It tells about the rich biodiversity of
the Adriatic Sea, presents rare and
endangered species and warns about
the challenges of the modern times that
the marine environment is confronted
with. Judging by the reactions that the
exhibition provoked (if only we could
show you the book of impressions!),
we are certain that our exhibition will
see many more places and educate
many more interested visitors.
The pinnacle of our work on this
project is the launch of the web site
www.zastitamora.org. This web site
contains all the information and results
of the project. There you can find
brochures, the mobile panels, marine
species inventarization handbook and

much more. Through it you can make
your contribution to marine biodiversity
data collection. If you have been diving
or snorkeling you can report interesting
species you have seen. You can also
report any encounter with dolphins or sea
turtles and this way help researchers by
pointing out areas of interest for future
field surveys.
Grgur Pleslić
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Unusual
visitors
in the
northern
Adriatic
Within the past few years Blue World
received several reports on sightings
of striped dolphins (Stenella coeruleoalba) in the northern Adriatic Sea.
The reason behind the rare appearance of this beautiful animal is it’s
usual preference for deep, open waters where it feeds mostly on blue fish
and squid. It is quite common in the
open waters of the Mediterranean Sea
where it is possible to see huge groups
of even hundreds of stripe dolphins.
The shallow northern Adriatic there-
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fore represents a very unusual
choice, but despite this fact, it
seems that striped dolphin decided to remain here for some
time, and its appearance in this
area is reported continuously for
few years now.
This extremely elegant animal is easily recognizable by its slim body and
peculiar colouration. Upper parts are
bluish grey with lighter grey flanks
and a white underbelly. What makes
this species even more beautiful is a
black stripe that goes from the corner
of the eye, along the flanks, and divides in two thinner stripes towards
the dorsal fin…..giving the impression
of true eye lashes!!!!! It is due to these
stripes that this species got its name.
As together with reports we got photographs of most of the animals reported
during 2008. and in this way we had the
possibility to check the number of animals present in the northern Adriatic.

Apart from the fact that three different
dolphins visited this area, photographs
uncovered something very interesting!
During the months of March and May
2008 a striped dolphin appeared accompanied by another rare species
of dolphin in the Adriatic Sea, a common dolphin (Delphinus delphis). The
common dolphin was once the most
abundant species in the Adriatic Sea,
but it is now considered extinct in this
region. It was speculated that one of
the reasons for it is the mass culling of
dolphins in the 1950s and 1960s in the
Adriatic as at that time dolphins were
considered as a pest and fishermen
enemies. Today the common dolphin
is rarely encountered in the Adriatic
and its abundance is decreasing significantly in the whole Mediterranean.
In the beginning of September 2008
An adult striped dolphin was seen
in the main harbour of Lošinj were
it remained for two weeks. The research team of Blue World regularly
monitored its behaviour and applied
photoidentification techniques of the
animal. As the Lošinj harbour is still

photo by: Dario Štefančić

quite busy at that time of the year, researchers informed the public to pay attention moving trough the harbour with
their boats. Two weeks after the animal
was observed moving towards the harbour exit and we haven’t seen it since.
We are pleasantly surprised and happy
because of the appearance of these two
unusual species in the northern Adriatic!
Nikolina Rako
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This year was very dynamic year
for Lošinj Marine Education Centre
(LMEC). It started with reconstruction
works such as the painting of the
walls, windows and doors. A few
months later LMEC got a new façade,
so now it is shining in new colours.
Before the start of a main season we
rebuilt the artificial rock and placed
it next to the entrance. Kid’s corner
was also moved, next to the stairs,
and all agreed that the LMEC looks
much better now. Above the rock
there are mounted specimens of a
smooth-hound shark, dusky grouper,
sea horses and needle fishes placed
in a way to recreate the deep sea.
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In the presentation area we built a new
bench next to the wall which provided
more place for bigger groups of visitors.
In the summer months we completed the
nesting turtle diorama with a mounted
specimen of a seagull, named Jure, who
is stalking the newborn turtles in the sand.
But, perhaps the biggest news this
season in LMEC is a life-size model of a
bottlenose dolphin. It is very impressive,
realistic model of a female dolphin,
which has been named Madonna by
the BW researchers. Since we placed
her in our exhibition area, Madonna is
taking the breath away of ours youngest
visitors that are always amazed with
the size of their favourite animal.

Beside the LMEC renovation we
renewed the education programmes
offer with the lectures about fishes
and cephalopods, and an outdoor
MPA workshop. We organized some
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specialized workshops for other
NGOs and students who wanted to
learn about work in an environmental
NGO.
Due to the increase of our activities
this summer we extended our crew,
so you can now meet our two lovely
students, Tarin and Vlasta, who will
welcome you to the LMEC. We have
known these nice charming girls for
some time, since they were members
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of our Blue World Junior Group in the
past.
Numbers tell the story of the 2008
season in LMEC – we had 21
workshops and 72 lectures for school
groups, 15 lectures for tourists and 4
lectures for other interested groups.
In total there were 3.000 individuals
that participated in education
programmes and 867 entrance

tickets sold in Lošinj Marine Education
Centre. In the end, we are proud to
say that 2008 was the most successful
year for the LMEC so far and we hope
that this increasing trend will continue
in 2009. We also hope that more
schools will come and visit us in the
off-season months during the school
year to spread the activities on winter
season as well.
Jelena Jovanović
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Blue World Junior
- Marine Biology
Group
The Blue World Institute of Marine
Research
and
Conservation
provides many different educational
programmes to translate scientific
research to the general public. By
presenting information and educational
materials to explain biology, ecology
and different marine research we
aim to access as many individuals as
possible. One of these activities is work
with a group of local teenagers – Blue
World Junior – in order to introduce
them to different topics from marine
ecology. The programme consists of
numerous lectures and workshops
related to marine biology that take
place in Lošinj Marine Education
Centre. Some of the topics are: Living
in the sea, the Coastal zone, Algae in
the Adriatic, Marine biology research
methods, the Adriatic Dolphin Project,
Sea turtles in Adriatic, Conservation
of marine environment, and Clean up
of the beaches and harbours. Every
year we organize boat excursions and
visits to museums and aquariums on
the Croatian coast.
Eighteen high-school students and
their mentor, Jelena Jovanović, meet
once per week during the school year.
The main goal of this activity is to
educate young people on the island for
the sustainable development of marine
environment and encourage them to
get involved in preserving their natural
and cultural heritage. Members of
Blue World Junior also help in different
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daily activities of Blue World, such as
maintaining and decorating education
centre, and Dolphin day activities.
Blue World Junior Group has been
a member of the Croatian UNESCO
SEMEP project for schools since
2007. We participated on the last two
SEMEP Summer Schools on island Vis
where four of our members presented
their projects.
We are proud that one of our members
commenced study of ecology on
University of Zagreb and we hope
that she will still visit us and share her
new experiences from the faculty. In
this school year we are continuing our
activities and inviting more students to
join us in our “marine adventures”.
Jelena Jovanović

X. SEMEP SUMMER
SCHOOL ON VIS
SEMEP (South-Eastern Mediterranean
Environmental Project) is a UNESCO
project initiated in 1994 by the Greek
Ministry of Education on the first
SEMEP meeting organized in Athens.
The aim of this project is environmental
education in the eastern Mediterranean
area as an important segment in
curricula for high school students.
The UNESCO summer school is a
chance to gather all the students and
teachers who work on the SEMEP
project in one place. They exchange
experience and ideas so that future
projects can be carried out more
efficiently. Students present their
school projects, and along with their
teachers, participate in workshops
concerning ecology issues, marine life,
and cultural and historical heritage.
Days are also filled with lectures on
different topics, visits to cultural and
natural treasures of the island of Vis.
During the school year of 2007/2008
30 Croatian schools participated in
the programme. Blue World has been
a SEMEP junior group member since
2006.

The 10th SEMEP Summer school
was held from the 9th till the 16th of
October in the town of Komiža with 70
participants. The Biševo Hotel was the
centre of attention because, thanks to
the hotel management hospitality, most
of the activities were carried out there.
The programme started in the evening
hours with a grand opening of the
summer school which was followed by
the opening of an educational exhibition
“Let blue stay blue” in the city hall. The
exhibition was organized in cooperation
by Blue World with Sunce NGO from
Split, as part of the “Strengthening of the
civil society sector for marine protection”
project financed by the EU (CARDS
programme).
Over the next couple of days teachers
and students participated in project
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classes. They were divided into six
groups, with each group working on
a personally designed project task.
Topics were very interesting ranging
from – dialects we can hear in the
summer school; the island of Biševo;
exploring Komiža by kayak; what do
people of town of Komiža know about
SEMEP; Professors about SEMEP;
and, in the footsteps of “Let blue stay
blue” exhibition. We were astonished
by what people were able to design,
create and present in just three days.
The most interesting part of the
Summer school is always the student
presentations. This year we learnt about
the town of Nin; the Split Fishmarket;
the people of Labinština; Zagreb Zoo;
the caves around the river Zrmanja
and the mountian Medvednica; and,
the olive oil from Korčula, in addition
to other topics.
This year, the Blue World junior group
was represented by Mate Buljat and
Nikolina Fuzul. They presented the
project: “All the colours of the island
of Susak”. Here is a quote about their
experience at the SEMEP summer
school:
“... the workshops were educational,
interesting and fun. We also visited
the island of Biševo and Blue cave.
Everyone was really impressed by
it. We, and our Professors, stayed
three days longer than everyone else
and during that time we visited Tito’s
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cave and Hum peak, a place from which
one can see the whole Vis aquatorium,
even island Jabuka. We also visited
Stiniva and Srebrena bays, they are
really impressive and unique. During the
summer school we were introduced to a
lot of great professors who were open to
talk about all topics. But, our favorite day
was when we played “picigin” (keepieuppie) on Biševo. Instead of resting, the
professors helped students keep the ball
in the air. Not one moment did we feel
like we are in school, on contrary this
was a real educational vacation.
Of course these are not all the memories
we have from this year’s summer school,
but it is enough to say we had a great
time and we have enough material to
write a novel about it. We would like to
say hello to all of the professors and
members of SEMEP with the hope that
we will meet again and have a great time
and memorable experience once again...
Matea and Nina”
Jelena Jovanović

Volunteering at ADP
The Adriatic Dolphin Project gives you
the opportunity to join our research
as an eco volunteer. It is an unique
chance to live the experience of
meeting the dolphins in their own
environment. Volunteers spend twelve
days in our field base in Lošinj and
actively participate in our daily routine.
This includes collecting data at sea,
preparation of boat and equipment,
logging of data into the computer,
preliminary data analysis, preparation
of lecture materials and background
reading. During the course period
eco-volunteers are educated in
cetacean biology, marine conservation
and scientific research techniques by
researchers that are well respected
in their field. Eco-volunteers live with
the researchers; they are expected to
help in practical everyday jobs such
as the preparation of meals or field
base maintenance. The motivation of
these people involved in the program
is of great importance for the project
as a whole. The funding received from
volunteers is important to the survival
of the project and the continued
research in this region.
The volunteering program on the ADP
Losinj exists since 1990 and during
that time many people from all over
the world have joined our project. We

are happy to inform you that we are
planning to extend this programme to
Vis island where we have new field base.
Starting with the next year Vis might be
a new destination for highly motivated
individuals who want to spend a holiday
on a bit different way.
You can get all information about the
volunteering program on our web
pagewww.blue-world.org or you can
call us on the telephone number of our
marine educational centre +385 51 604666.
What are the experiences of our
previous volunteers read here:
...I really wanted to see the dolphins but
when we didn’t found any the first two
days I told myself to be patient. Finally I
found what I was looking for. ... I would
love to come again, but with one change.
12 days are simply too short. Next time
maybe twenty four would be enough...
Oliver, Germany
...Every day was organized very well
- there was a good balance between
activities and free time. Lectures were
informative and gave a good background
of your work and research. We were
really impressed by them and every
single researcher. Now we are more
aware of the need to protect dolphins...
Brigitt and Nele, Germany
...I have learned that dolphin research
is a very difficult but at the same time,
very enjoyable job. The lectures gave
us a detailed insight in dolphin ecology,
physiology and anatomy as well as in
status of Lošinj dolphins. The fact I was
a part of a real scientific research was
really motivating. ...
Vesna, Croatia
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The colorful
poster, seen in and
around the towns of Mali and
Veli Lošinj last July, was an invite to
all the islanders and tourists to come
to Veli Lošinj on the 2nd of August and
spend their day a little bit differently; by
participating in the 16th Dolphin Day.
This being the 16th year of this exhibition, even the birds in the tress and
seagulls in the harbour know that on
the first Saturday in August, while enjoying a pleasant walk, one can bump
into a dolphin drawing, model or t-shirt
(with a kid in it) on every corner of the
town. But it doesn’t hurt repeating, and
we are sure our new members and
adopters won’t mind, how what started
out as a nice opportunity to present the
results of the Adriatic Dolphin Project
to the public, turned out to be a fun and
cheerful tradition called ‘Dolphin Day’,
a tradition we are gladly continuing.
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Saturday
started by
putting up
the exhibition
of children’s drawings sent by kindergartens, schools and individuals
from all around Europe throughout the
year. Wise as children are they knew
the winner is going to get a cool prize,
so this year they worked even harder
to master their techniques, but 9 year
old Laura Urban from Rijeka couldn’t
be beaten and the prize was hers.
The special award for exceptional ecological awareness and message of the

drawing was awarded to the master
work created in front of our eyes,
on the very day in question, to 8
year old David D’Alberto from Italy.
In front of the Centre we placed three
stands. One of them was reserved for
our dolphins and fishes, on the other
one “Ruta”, an organization
from Cres, presented
their wool products
and the third was
occupied by
“Idem i ja”

behind the Church, trying to complete all
of the 8 hard, but fun, tasks to get to the
Blue World treasure. At the same time,
the square in front of the Centre was
filled with creativity and colours. Children
were stuffing coloured octopuses and
fishes, making patchwork, modelling dolphins and turtles out of clay and making
aquariums out of shoe boxes. Not one
technique or marine animal was left out.
After the game and drawing contest,
the winners were announced. Drums
were drummed once again. At the end
of the evening we smiled happily to the
sounds of guitar played by “Acoustic”duo
knowing that this year’s Dolphin
day turned out to be exactly
what it was supposed to - colorful, happy and playful
day.
Vlasta Pavičić

organization.
This year’s visitors
didn’t only participate
in the art workshops but
they also contributed to the
noisy atmosphere by participating in a drum workshop directed by
Drum-Ti-Dam Rhythm Culture Association. Both young and old were
so energetic in keeping the rhythm
with drums, rattles or hand clapping,
that they almost summoned the rain..

Thank you for making it such
and we hope to see you again
next year!

In the afternoon children were, already
traditionally, running around the park
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Blue World,
Kaštel 24, Veli Lošinj 51550, Croatia
Tel. 051/604-666, fax. 051/604-668
info@plavi-svijet.org
www.plavi-svijet.org

Sponsorships, donations & projects in 2008
Blue World is a non-profit organization and all our work is financed through sponsorships, donations and projects in partnerships with other organizations. Without sponsors and donators our work on research and conservation of the bottlenose dolphins
in the Adriatic wouldn’t be possible.
We would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank all of our supporters once
again and give them our best wishes for Christmas and New Year 2009
Our main contributors in 2008 are:

PZ Auto as our main sponsor

National Foundation for Civil Society
Development is supporting us through
“Institutionalsupport for the stabilisation
and/or development of organizations”
European commission is co-financing
project “Strengthening the Civil society sector for
marine conservation in Croatia”
Ministry of Science,
Education and Sports of Croatia
City of Mali Lošinj
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We would also like to thank our partners:
Croatian Natural History Museum,
State Institute for Nature Protection,
Association for Nature, Environment and Sustainable Development Sunce,
Capital Communications - Budapest
The Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans
in the Black Sea, Mediterranean Sea and contiguous
Atlantic area (ACCOBAMS).
Cetacean alliance

Special thanks to all our volunteers and dolphin adopters
whose support in 2008 was very significant for our work!

And our project sponsors and donators
Whale and Dolphin Conservation Society
Jadranka hoteli d.o.o.
Fred Bobek d.o.o.
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Dolphin Day

Support us
Adopt a dolphin

By adopting a dolphin you contribute to their conservation in Adriatic sea. To find details on
dolphin adoption visit www.blue-world.org/adopt. To adopt a dolphin, please fulfill this form or
visit www.blue-world.org/webshop.

Choose adoption pack
Individual adoption
-adoption pack
150kn

Company adoption
-adoption pack + poster
500kn

Individual adoption plus
-adoption pack + T-shirt
250kn

School or kindergarten
adoption
-adoption pack + educational
CD + poster
250kn

If we are mailing the adoption outside of Croatia please add an additional 75kn or 10EUR for postage costs

Choose a dolphin
Mush – a quiet and calm male that often socializes with other young dolphins
Meta – a very playful young male, most often seen with his best friend Mush
Sonja – a very sociable adult female that often helps out other dolphins as a babysitter
Debby – a strong and friendly female that had 2 calves during the last 10 years

Adoption receiver information
Name and surname:
Address:
E-mail:

Tel:

Payments can be made in the Lošinj Marine Education Centre or on the Blue World accounts.
Within Croatia: local currency account 2340009-1110165926
account: 703000.058689, IBAN HR9623400091110165926
SWIFT CODE: PBZGHR2X: 703000-058689.
The receipt of payment should be enclosed with the adoption form that you may mail, fax or e-mail to: Blue World,
Kaštel 24, 51551 Veli Lošinj. Fax: +38551604668 E-mail: info@blue-world.org

